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Doppel

Doppel is a player character played by Chris Young.

Real Name: Nosaka Mamami Alias: Doppel

Species: Jyuuian
Gender: Female

Age: Unknown
Height: 5'2“
Weight: 100lbs

Organization: Independent Worlds League
Occupation: Intelligence officer/Liaison/Specops/Envoy/Diplomat/Strategist

Rank: Consul
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots: Independent World League
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'2”
Mass: 100lbs
Measurements: B

Build and Skin Color: Slight of frame and has a soft cream complexion. She wears clothes that hides
most of her features.

Eyes and Facial Features: A slightly rounded face with soft features and a smallish nose. She has
almond shaped amber colored eyes.

Ears: Her ears are human shaped and are normally hidden in her hair.

Hair Color and Style: She has medium length hair that stops at her shoulders and obscures her ears.
She never keeps to one shade and routinely changes hair color.

Distinguishing Features: Has a minor OCD personality complex and will organize untidy things.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: She is a studious and analytical plotter. She never makes a move or a word until after she
has all pertinent information, she weighs actions just as seriously as words and will never do anything to
make her faction seem like common thugs or psychopathic mass murderers. She's routinely the second
most recognized member behind Prince Hassan in the public videos released by the IWL.

In characters: Doppel is routinely the one person anyone contacting the IWL will talk to and is the one
who oversees the contracts and back ally deals. Those who talk with her would always hear a synthetic
quality to her voice, which is because her mask has a built in scrambler.

Likes: Logic Puzzles.
Dislikes: The Yamataian empire, and the Clan based political system it uses.
Goals: Her main goal is the same as Prince Hassan, the dissolution of the Yamataian empire and
it's Clan based political system.

History

Family (or Creators)

None of note. She may have family, or relatives of some sort. But she doesn't know.
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Pre-RP

Doppel is actually Nosaka Mamami former fleet captain and then senator for the United Outer Colonies.
When the NMX invaded after the Motoyoshi Clan disappeared from the council, Mamami bolstered the
remaining Peacekeepers located at the Shugosha System to defend until either help arrived or they were
killed to a man. She was relieved when she received confirmation that both a detachment from the Star
Army of Yamatai]] and the Lorath Matriarchy were being dispatched, though further details about the
reasons behind both upset her.

It was shortly before either force arrived that she also received a communication from the Independent
Worlds League, and in particular Prince Hassan himself. The exact details of the conversation was left to
time, but Mamami and one fourth of the soldiers she had collected agreed to join him.

Mamami abandoned her name, life and history. Allowing the Hacker Cult to hunt down and erase
everything that was her. From that rose a nameless woman, a faceless, history less former person.

Skill Areas

Communications

Doppel is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Doppel is fluent in Nepleslian, Lorath and Yamataian. She can speak
and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.
Doppel has received special training

Humanities

Doppel has an inherent ability act diplomatically proper in all known situations she takes part in, she is
skilled at reading people and can adapt on the fly to conform other's views to follow hers.

Fighting

Doppel is skill at combat, favoring pistols, submachine guns and knives. She is also capable of handling
shotguns, assault rifles and various sorts of explosives like grenades, satchel bombs and demolition
charges. She is also skilled in Ansatsuken based around Judo, which compliments her abilities as a knife
fighter.

Knowledge

Doppel is learned in a varied number of topics, ranging from politics and bureaucracy, to military doctrine
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and practices, to mundane things like Book keeping and law practice.

Leadership

Doppel was assigned Consul of the Jiyuuian cells within the organization. She is a capable leader and is
able to deliver orders and commands with direction and proper force, and can contain dissent with
minimal effort.

Mathematics

Doppel is considered the treasurer of the IWL and as such is in control of the organizations finances, illicit
contracts and shady deals. Doppel is also the primary tactician for the IWL, showing a very analytical and
mathematically methodical approach to her actions.

Survival and Military

Doppel is trained in standard military survival practices. She can forage for food and find shelter as well
as field dress injuries. She is also versed in military doctrine as well as martial law and practices. She
uses her understanding of the Yamataian military's practices to stay one step a head of them.

Inventory

Finances

OOC Discussion

I kept it as vague, or at least, as conjecture as possible while giving enough details to allow for
interaction should she be used in an NPC fashion.

Doppel is a new favorite of mine.

Character Data
Character Name Doppel
Character Owner Chris Young
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
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